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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

After what has felt like an interminable wait for “it’s OK now!”, we are at long last able to 

once again get together at the Birkenhead RSA for a club meeting on Tuesday ( 17th May ). 

While the ability of on-line meetings to be held has certainly been very useful, there is no 

real substitute for a personal handshake (or elbow touch ) to cement the camaraderie of a 

group of like minded enthusiasts such as ours.  
 

At the recent club AGM, Neil Smit was elected to the committee to replace outgoing 

member Simon Hoole, although Simon has agreed to continue his involvement where 

possible in helping to organise club competitions. Thank you Simon and welcome Neil. 

https://www.hatchmag.com/articles/secrets-fishermen/7715469
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The committee line-up otherwise remains unchanged with Duncan Frew, our newsletter 

compiler/editor now also elected to the position of Vice President. Duncan is well known 

to most club members and over the years has stood in for me when I have been unable to 

attend.  

 

As everyone is painfully aware, the inability to meet together, saw our traditional 

December Christmas function cancelled so we are now organising a mid-year event along 

similar lines for the 21st June meeting at the RSA but as it is now dark around 7.00pm, 

without the casting competition element. Hot and cold food will be served and there will 

be door prizes so make sure you collect a ticket on arrival. I hope to see as many of you as 

possible. 

 

I’m sorry that I don’t have any major fishing conquests to boast about but my health has 

been somewhat “sub-par” over the last couple of months. Things are much better now and 

in any event, I am pretty sure that there will be a few encouraging reports from members 

at the club meeting.  

 

The month of May also kicks off the new year of club competitions and while the “ I love 

fly fishing” stillwater and river components are organised events, both the brown trout and 

saltwater sections are open all year so as long as catch records are kept and verified, the 

winning catch(es) could happen at any time! 

 

See you at the RSA. 

 

Dave Symes, President 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

A lot of water will be closing soon but there are always some year round ‘local’ 

opportunities. The Ohinemuri and Waitawheta rivers in the Coromandel have several 

kilometres of ‘open’ water all year around. Just check out the Fish and Game website for 

what is and what isn’t open. For me going down to size 16-18 nymphs and 16 dries is a big 

help down there in the winter months. 

 

Rotorua  

All the Rotorua tributaries are still extremely low and in need of some rain. That being 

said, there is no shortage of fish in them, but a bit of a careful approach and a longer leader 

will reap rewards. Best fly? Glo Bug! 
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Rob with one of many that he made acquaintance with. Photo courtesy of Rob Nellson. 

 

The various lake edges are proving hard for most anglers but those fish that are being 

caught are in magnificent condition. From reports Lake Tarawera would be the best option. 

 

Out in the boats it would seem perseverance is the key. Move around and find the smelt 

schools, the Trout will not be far away. Russell was down there again recently, getting 

jiggy with it, and although the fishing was not up to his usual standards he still boated 11 

including a personal best 8.5pd Rainbow. Fly of choice, small, size 10, Pat Swift Smelt 

patterns. 

 

Taupo 

Reports coming in are as varied as the weather.  

Tongariro River Delta – producing some cracking fish, when the wind allows. 

Tongariro River – Early season runs have begun but not in big numbers yet. Right place, 

right time has resulted in very good condition fish for some. Flies – Glo Bugs early, small 
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(size 14-16) Pheasant Tails and Hares Ear Nymphs after the sun hits the water. Longer and 

lighter leaders are proving very helpful in the clear conditions. 

Other Tributary River Mouths – The Lake is low so go stealthy! Stay out of the water 

as much as is practical. Big Black Marabou flies first and then try a Lumo fly if that doesn’t 

work. At the deeper mouths like the Waimarino a slowly retrieved Booby on a fast sinking 

line can work wonders on the Rainbows lined up there waiting to run upriver at the first 

sign of rain. 

Other Tributaries – Anyone’s guess! I have had reports of one tributary holding 20 fish 

in each pool and another being all but barren of our finned foes. 

Lake Otamangakau – At last report the outlet canal is still closed, the lake is still very 

high and stagnant, and the fishing is still very hard. Even our own Hans Sabrowski, an 

absolute Big O Master, had a hard time there. (He did eventually catch a few by going to a 

20ft leader.) 

Lake Rotoaira – As can be seen below it is producing some beautiful fat fish, if you know 

where to go   

 

 
Garry and Kent headed to Lake Rotoaira recently and had fun catching some beautiful 

fish while the rest of us were at work. Photo courtesy of Garry Roberts. 

 

Saltwater 

No reports for the local water unfortunately but Simon managed to get up to the Tropics 

and had an absolute ball, as can be seen by the fish below! 
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Simon at in again, this time in Atutaki. He and his mate had a ball, Bone Fish, GT’s, and 

a bunch of other tropical salt water species. This was his best Bone Fish for the Trip. 

Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole. 

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

JOHN RUST - OBITUARY 

 

John D. Rust 

10th November 1944 to 19th April 2022 

  

John was a founding Member of the Club, as well as acting as the Clubs Lawyer for many 

years, and with his legal knowledge helped in the creation of North Shore Flyfishers.  

 

He was a keen man for getting out there and enjoying the beautiful locations fly fishing 

can take you to. He went on many of the Club Trips, from rafting the Mohaka to sipping 

red wine in front of the fire in Ngongotaha. He loved the fishing and being out on the water  

but was even more fond of the camaraderie and laughter back in the lodge at the end of the 

day and could share a good yarn with the best of us.  

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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On one particular Trip he sat in the Lodge one afternoon rather than head out fishing and 

reminisced about an old friend of his that had recently passed away. His words will resonate 

for many of us, he said “you know, these are the good old days!”  

 

He will be sadly missed by all who knew him, Club members, his family, and friends from 

around New Zealand and the world.   

  

Farewell and rest easy John, you will be remembered. 
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LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had our AGM and once again it was an online affair. Thank you to all who 

were able to make it. 

  

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 17th MAY 7.30 PM  

 

We’re back! This month’s Meeting will be downstairs at the Birkenhead RSA once again. 

 

And we have our own Stephen Griffiths talking to us about fishing the Mataura River in 

Southland. The Mataura is often considered to be New Zealand’s best dry fly water, with 

regular hatches of Caddis and Mayfly providing excellent sight and blind dry fly fishing 

throughout its mid to upper reaches.  

 

It really is a bucket list NZ destination for dry fly fishing, and this is sure to be an 

enjoyable evening.  

 

We look forward to seeing you there. 

 

 

WHY WE FISH 

 

The thrill of a fish at the end of the line, that thing that sparks from the dark water to 

spinal cord, is a vestige of an archetypal joy that has to do with sustenance, material and 

spiritual. 

Christopher Camuto 

 

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

 

mailto:barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
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FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 

Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

 

 

CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.  

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

mailto:ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
mailto:email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
mailto:gd.bolstad@gmail.com
mailto:pamanddek@outlook.com
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I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st April to 31st March. Current holder 

is Russell Nelson. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

Whenever a bilious angler has no luck and nothing to do, he sits down and concocts a 

new swindle in feathers...and at once every angler in the country rushes in and pays two 

dollars a dozen for the samples. 

Mayvis Orvis Marbury - Favourite Flies and Their Histories 1892 

 

 

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 

Competition period April 1st to March 31st . Prize awarded at AGM in April.  

Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter. 

 

 

NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING 

COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 

salt water species. It will run from 1st April in one year to 31st March in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

 

http://www.nsff.org.nz/
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CLUB TRIPS 2022 

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes  

March – Lake Otamangakau  

April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip  

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes 27th 28th 29th MAY 2022   

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2022 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2022 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2022 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

A very happy 

Russell with a 

PB Rainbow of 

8.5pds caught 

jigging in Lake 

Rotoiti. Photo 

courtesy of 

Russell Nellson. 
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CLUB RIVER COMPETITION TRIP TO TURANGI - JUNE 

 

This year’s River Section of the Rodd and Gunn Trophy is being organized by Maurice 

Parlane and Simon Hoole and will take place on the weekend of Friday 10th, Saturday 11th 

and return on Sunday 12th June.  

 

The Club has booked out several units at Tongariro River Motel and costs will be $105 per 

person. This will include 2 nights accommodation on a shared unit basis and a slap up BBQ 

dinner on the Saturday night. There are fish cleaning facilities, an electric overnight 

smoker, multiple BBQ’s and a quick hot smoker. 

 

If you would like to know more about the Competition itself, how it will operate and the 

rules, please contact Simon at hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

 

If you are interested in going on  the Trip please contact Maurice ASAP. Maurice’s contact 

details are as follows: mobile 021 650 692, or e-mail to:          maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

If you are a definite starter just let Maurice or Simon know ASAP and then pay your money 

to the Club.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Turangi 

as a reference)  

 

JULY CLUB TRIP TO TURANGI 

 

This year’s Turangi Club Trip is again being organized by Maurice Parlane and will take 

place on Friday 29th , Saturday 30th  and return on Sunday 31st July.  

 

The Club has booked out several units at Tongariro River Motel and costs will be $105 per 

person. This will include 2 nights accommodation on a shared unit basis and a slap up BBQ 

dinner on the Saturday night. There are fish cleaning facilities, an electric overnight 

smoker, multiple BBQ’s and a quick hot smoker. 

 

Also, a number of people choose to come down on the Thursday night as well. If you do 

this just add $45 to the cost. 

 

If you are interested in knowing more about the Trip please contact Maurice ASAP as this 

is always a popular weekend. Maurice’s contact details are as follows: mobile 021 650 692, 

or e-mail to:          maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
mailto:maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
mailto:maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
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If you are a definite starter just let Maurice know which nights you can make ASAP and 

then pay your money to the Club.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Turangi 

as a reference)  

 

CASTING TUITION – SEEKING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

 

Your Committee is trying to find the best way to continue the Casting Tuition that we once 

ran when we were based at the Milford Marina. 

 

If you would be interested in receiving some Casting Tuition please let us know as soon as 

possible. This is for all ability levels. Also, please try and give us an idea of what you 

would expect that Tuition to look like. 

 

As a Committee we have discussed a variety of options, from running Instruction on Club 

Nights before the Meetings through to heading to a park with water such as Onepoto 

Domain at the foot of Onepoto Road in Northcote, or Sylvan Park at Lake Pupuke in 

Milford. 

 

So please contact us as soon as possible if you are interested.  

 

Simon  - 021 037 6047 -  hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Duncan – 021 648 956  - iconpromote@gmail.com  

 

 

Simon at it again! The Clubs biggest Swinger. Photo courtesy of Simon Hoole. 

mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

 

 
 

 

DIDYMO - DOC 

Please ensure that all fishing equipment brought into the Taupo Fishery has been cleaned 

properly to minimise the risk of transferring Didymo to the area. This is particularly 

important if you are using fishing gear that has been used recently elsewhere in New 

Zealand. Also ensure that you clean your boat between lakes.   

CHECK: Remove all obvious material from all items that have been in contact with the 

water. 

CLEAN:  Soak or scrub all items for at least one minute with: 
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 A 5% solution of dishwashing detergent,  

 or 5% solution of antiseptic hand cleaner (A 5% solution is 500ml (two large 

cups) with water added to make 10 litres) 

DRY: If cleaning is not practical, dry the item to the touch then leave for at least 48 

hours before using in another waterway.   

If using wading boots, the best way to dis-infect them is to put them in a plastic bag, put 

them in the freezer and freeze them overnight or until solid. 

(Ed: This goes for ALL freshwater fisheries.)  

‘SIGNIFICANTLY’ MORE WORK NEEDED TO REMEDY ENVIRONMENT 

WOES – FISH & GAME 

Fish & Game says the latest 

stocktake of the New Zealand 

environment points to significantly 

more work being required to 

improve water quality and reverse 

wetland loss.   

Commenting on the release of the 

Environment Aotearoa 2022 report 

today, NZ Fish and Game Council 

Chair Ray Grubb pointed out that 

there were positive aspects to the analysis, but also ongoing concerns.  

“It is encouraging that the authors have highlighted the important link between 

environmental health and people’s wellbeing,” Mr Grubb says.   

“Fish & Game has long understood the physical and mental health benefits of spending 

time in the outdoors and has actively been encouraging greater participation in recreational 

fishing and hunting as a result.”  

However, Mr Gubb says the findings for water quality and wetland loss continue to be 

cause for serious concern.   

For example, the report details that 46 per cent of lakes are in poor health, vast lengths of 

our rivers are adversely impacted by nitrogen and phosphorous inputs, with 17 per cent 

severely degraded by nutrient pollution.  

“These worrying statistics are not new or surprising. They are the legacy of poor policy 

and woeful water management for far too long.  
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“The Environment Aotearoa 2022 report sends no clearer message to regional councils that 

they must make meaningful steps towards implementing the Freshwater National Policy 

Statement and specifically the primacy it gives to te mana o te wai, which places 

environmental health of our freshwater resources above economic interests.”  

Also “highly concerning” for Fish & Game is the ongoing loss of wetlands, with the report 

finding that a further 1498 hectares of these threatened ecosystems were drained between 

2012 and 2018.   

“New Zealand has already lost 90 per cent of its original wetland cover. To see that the 

decline has been allowed to continue, in this day and age, is a disgrace.”  

Wetlands play a vital role in the hydrological cycle, including mitigating floods, and they 

provide habitat for numerous native and valued introduced species of animals and plants.  

Across the country Fish & Game is at the forefront of assisting landowners create and 

improve wetlands, and a portion of each duck hunting licence sold is also targeted directly 

at wetland conservation efforts. No other agency does more in this space.    

“Despite the great work by our staff and some environmentally-minded landowners, we 

can’t stem the tide of wetland loss when regional councils are still allowing 

these ecosystems to be drained or are actively putting in roadblocks to creating more 

habitat.    

“Central and local government must take this report card and take a good hard look at 

where we are going with water quality and wetland management.”     

The report was released by the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) and Statistics NZ. It 

has previously been compiled every three years but will now be conducted on a six-year 

cycle. 

Posted on Fish and Game NZ, in National, Environment; 14/04/2022 by Richie Cosgrove. 

 

 

THE SECRETS OF FISHERMEN 

Which secrets can an angler share? And which must be kept for oneself? 

www.hatchmag.com by Tim Schulz - Thursday, Apr 14th, 2022  

 

Fishermen acquire the talent. 

They start out lying to themselves and, before they know it, 

they're lying to anyone who'll listen. 

—Paul Quinnett 

 

https://fishandgame.org.nz/news/category/national
https://fishandgame.org.nz/news/category/environment
https://fishandgame.org.nz/news/profile/richie-cosgrove
https://www.hatchmag.com/articles/secrets-fishermen/7715469
http://www.hatchmag.com/
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The Latin word for witness is testis, which—according to ancient lore—arose because male 

Romans testifying in court were required to place one hand over their “jewels” as they 

swore to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Thanks to the sensible 

evolution of modern law, this threat has since weakened to the more moderate pains and 

penalties of perjury. But even that is too much for most of us to tolerate, so we fishermen 

swear no oaths. 

 

We lie because people expect us to. Unlike the duplicitous politician with one hand on our 

shoulder and the other in our pocket, we mean no harm. We revise and stretch the truth to 

protect our egos and reputations from the woeful certainty that most of our casts don’t catch 

fish, and—unless we fish in Lake Woebegone—most of the fish we catch are smaller than 

average. To paraphrase C. S. Lewis, pride gets no pleasure from catching some fish, only 

from catching more and bigger fish than the next guy. 

 

Here in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, another type of fish story protects our secret 

places—our Shangri-Las—from the harsh reality that the great places to fish are great 

because few people fish them. Understandably, then, the few fortunate fishermen who find 

these places guard their secrets with the noblest of fish stories. “Ever fish the North 

Branch?” you ask. “No,” they lie. 

 

On occasion, a person motivated by self-pride and a compulsive need for the approval of 

others stumbles into great fishing. Believing the coveted status of local fishing demigod is 

finally within their grasp, they draw maps, guide trips, and do whatever it takes to convince 

all of their friends—and most of their foes—that they have found and experienced 

spectacular fishing. John Voelker called these people kiss-and-tell fishermen, and, without 

exception, he did not fish with them. “Most fishermen swiftly learn,” he wrote, “that it’s a 

pretty good rule never to show a favorite spot to any fisherman you wouldn’t trust with 

your wife.” 

 

When a kiss-and-tell fisherman sees great fishing destroyed by their self-aggrandizing 

actions, the results are almost always chronic and severe. “Tis better to have loved and lost 

than never to have loved at all” is excellent counsel for matters as simple and ordinary as 

personal relationships. But Lord Tennyson’s creed rings hollow for something as complex 

and rare as great fishing. Experience, many have said, is something you don’t get until just 

after you need it. And there is nothing—absolutely nothing—a fisherman with this type of 

experience will do to endanger their fishing again. Several years ago, a friend who spends 

a few weeks each summer in the Upper Peninsula asked if I’d take him fishing. He’s a good 

guy, and, most of the year, he lives over a thousand miles away. So I took him to one of 

my favorite spots. The place is remote enough to feel like it’s out there but still accessible 

enough that it’s easy to get there. I explained the harm the wrong people could inflict on a 

place like this, and he seemed to understand. 
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Last summer, I ran into my friend and a couple of his cousins who, unlike my friend, do 

not live over a thousand miles away. They were fishing the next day, and my friend asked 

if I could recommend some spots for them to try. 

 

“Don’t worry,” he whispered as he pulled me aside, “I won’t tell them about your secret 

place.” He opened his gazetteer to the region they planned to fish, and I started to show 

them a few widely-known spots with easy access and decent fishing. 

 

“What’s that?” one of the cousins asked as he pointed his chunky finger—notable for what 

I recognized as worm dirt under his fingernail—toward a red circle drawn around a river 

bend with the frightful designation: Tim Schulz Honey Hole!!!! 

 

“Get over it, Tim. You don’t own the river,” my wife said while I pouted and brooded for 

the next several weeks. Her wisdom exceeds mine on many matters, but this is something 

she simply doesn’t understand. With assistance from the fine people of the Glenlivet 

distillery, I worked my way through denial, anger, bargaining, and depression. Just as I 

finished with acceptance, I received a compelling note from my friend Jerry Dennis: 

 

If I could get up your way today and tomorrow could you fish? This is wild-hair time. Need 

a getaway. 

 

Jerry's book, A Place on the Water, is one of the first books I read about fishing and living 

in the Upper Peninsula. In addition to giving me optimism during a challenging time in my 

life, his book has been a guide for how I view the outdoors in general and the Upper 

Peninsula in particular. The comfort and joy I've received from Jerry's writing should have 

been enough, but one sentence he wrote in another book settled it:  

 

Maybe, just maybe, if you strapped me to a chair with barbed wire, shoved ice picks under 

my fingernails, set fire to my hair, and crushed my toes one after another with pliers, I'd 

tell you where I caught that big brown trout last summer. 

 

After the catastrophe with the cousins, I swore I'd never share a fishing spot again, but, 

geez, if I couldn't trust Jerry with a secret spot, who could I trust? So I took him to a place 

even better than my no-longer-secret honey hole. 

 

A few weeks after his visit, I met up with Jerry in the Lower Peninsula. He was an awful 

mess. His head was devoid of hair and covered in ghastly scars; his feet mangled and 

confined by calf-high casts; his fingers so badly swollen he could barely grasp the crutches 

he used to steady his stance. My immediate concern, of course, was that he had cracked 
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and given up my spot. But his proud smile and subtle wink assured me my secret was still 

safe. 

 

Jerry was returning the favor. He took a few of his friends and me to a secret place called 

Alligator Bend, and although I didn't catch many fish, I made some new friends. One was 

a talented artist named Chad who took me to a secret place called The River later in the 

week. On my way back to the Upper Peninsula, I visited another dear friend named Adam, 

and he took me to a secret place called The Creek. I had a blissful week of fishing, but none 

of it would have happened if my friends hadn't shared their secrets with me. 

 

Lewis Carroll said one of the deep secrets of life is that all that is really worth the doing is 

what we do for others, and this is the challenge of the fisherman's secret spot. Voelker 

didn't warn us not to share our secret places, he only warned us to pick our partners well. 

 

 
An end of season look back at the joys of fishing in summer…  

Barrie out in his Float Tube. Photo courtesy of Barrie Barnes. 

 

HOME DETENTION FOR POLLUTING FARMER 

Environment Waikato – Media Release  

 

Morrinsville farmer Kenneth McIntyre has been sentenced to a term of five months home 

detention and been fined $100,000 in the Hamilton District Court following his conviction 

on 13 charges of breaching the Resource Management Act.  
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The sentence imposed by Judge David Kirkpatrick yesterday follows a trial in June of last 

year. 

 

This is Mr. McIntyre’s fifth prosecution by Waikato Regional Council in a history of 

environmental offending that spans 12 years. 

 

The convictions relate to nine charges of discharging contaminants into the environment, 

three of breaching court orders that were imposed in previous prosecutions, and one charge 

of excavating a stream. All of the unlawful activities were at a Kereone farm, near 

Morrinsville. 

 

Judge Kirkpatrick made further orders against Mr. McIntyre and his partner Cassandra 

Kidd, who was also convicted in relation to these environmental breaches, of a ban from 

any further ‘waste’ being brought onto their property. 

 

The case arose as a result of several complaints from members of the public. As a result of 

a subsequent council investigation, it was alleged that large volumes of liquid waste had 

been “recklessly” discharged into the environment in 2018. 

 

Mr. McIntyre pleaded not guilty and elected to have the matters heard in front of a jury. 

The week-long trial was led by the Hamilton Crown Prosecutor. It was established that, in 

the month of May 2018, in excess of 1500 tonnes of dairy factory liquid waste was received 

at the Kereone farm. The waste was then spread to land in such a way as to flow into a 

tributary stream of the Piako River, causing gross pollution. 

 

The jury also heard that Mr. McIntyre had received $177,000 for receiving the waste 

products between February and June 2018.  

 

Cassandra Kidd was convicted and discharged of any further sentence on two related 

charges for her role in the offending. She had earlier entered guilty pleas. 

Judge Kirkpatrick said “the gravity of the offending in this case was high” and that “the 

culpability of Mr. McIntyre for his offending is also high”, that the verdicts of the jury 

must be understood as rejecting Mr. McIntyre’s defence that others were as culpable as he 

was”. 

 

Waikato Regional Council’s Regional Compliance Manager Patrick Lynch said: “Home 

detention for environmental offending is very rare. This extreme step reflects both the very 

poor behaviour of this one person, over many years, and the frustration in that he simply 

has not changed his behaviour.” 

 

Photos taken on 19 May 2018. 
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Hydrant overland flow path towards stream. 

 
Waste contaminant pooled in tributary stream at race crossing. 
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CARBON FARMING WITH PINES BAD FOR ENVIRONMENT 

The following press release of the Environmental Defence Society was made in February 

last year when the “price of carbon had soared to over $60 per tonne.”. The price of 

carbon is currently at $76 per tonne. 

  

The Environmental Defence Society (EDS) is calling for an urgent reset of New Zealand’s 

Emissions Trading Scheme because of the way it is driving a massive expansion of carbon 

farming across landscapes. The price of carbon has now soared to over $60 per tonne. 

 

“Vast swathes of the countryside are being bought up by foreign companies for conversion 

to large scale pine plantations, principally driven by the increasing price of carbon. This is 

a perverse and unwanted outcome driven by short-term expediency,” said EDS CEO Gary 

Taylor. 

“It is important to sequester carbon but it’s also important to continue sustainable farming 

and food production on suitable land. 

 

“Pine forests provide poor habitat, are a biosecurity and fire risk, produce massive slugs of 

sediment that pollute rivers, streams and estuaries at harvest and degrade landscape values 

at an industrial scale. 

 

He described it as “a  blinkered response to the need for short-term sequestration”. There 

is need for a home-grown solution to the conundrum. Many of the large-scale conversions 

are foreign investors whereas most Māori landowners are looking to indigenous forests as 

the preference. 

 

Biodiversity Crisis 
A robust response to climate change is important said Gary Taylor. However there is a 

biodiversity crisis as well, internationally and in New Zealand.  

 

In New Zealand there are over 4000 native species of plants and animals at risk of 

extinction.  

“That is another crisis that cannot be ignored.” 

 

An enlightened approach is needed. Where land is converted to forests, there is a need to 

incentivise permanent native forests which will sequester more carbon over time than 

exotics, restore lost habitat, lower fire, and biosecurity risks, reduce sediment runoff and 

significantly enhance landscape and biodiversity. Native forests are New Zealand’s unique 

solution. 

 

Tragedy 
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To prevent the tragedy of many thousands of hectares being lost to plantation forestry, 

there is an urgent need to join-up policy solutions which embrace climate, biodiversity and 

food production imperatives. 

 

“The way to do that is to either adjust the ETS settings to create a premium price for natives 

or create a parallel incentive program to create a hybrid biodiversity and carbon farming 

package. There is an urgent need to make progress here.” 

 

The final part of a policy shift should be to tighten up the rules governing plantation 

harvesting.  

 

Sediment 
Sediment is the biggest pollutant. Yet New Zealand’s present regulatory settings allow 19th 

century methods of harvesting – large-scale clear felling when other countries require 

coupe or compartmental harvesting to reduce environmental impacts.  

 

“A fix there would require commercial forestry to meet its full environmental costs and 

responsibilities and further shift the dial towards permanent natives with their vastly 

superior outcomes,” said Gary Taylor. 

 

 

EDITORS NOTE 

 

The last summer has seen me go fishing less than any time over the last 20 years. There 

have been reasons, good reasons, but still it does feel somewhat criminal. So don’t be like 

me, don’t be a criminal, go fishing whenever you have the chance! 
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FISHING FUNNIES 
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 (Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna                       dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna         miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield            barrie@iloveflyfishing.kiwi  

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay                  iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote              hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806            pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz  

          Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote           maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

           Neil Smit   021 274 5625 West Harbour        neil.smit@sew-eurodrive.co.nz  
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